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The Royal Borough of Greenwich is one of London’s most historic
neighbourhoods, with some of the capital’s most compelling sights. It
is not only the birthplace of Elizabeth I and even time itself, but it also
offers many unknown surprises and unexpected oddities.
Experience the less explored pockets of this iconic borough through
the eyes and words of enamoured locals. Join Solange Berchemin and
Martin Dunford, as they lead you away from the more famed
attractions sharing entertaining insights, cultural anecdotes, and
insider tips in combination with stunning photographs by Karin Tearle.
No matter whether you have lived in Greenwich all of your life, are a
frequent visitor or a first-time visitor, these are 111 things you might
not have realised even existed.

Solange Berchemin was born in Lyon, France. Her Library Science
degree at university marked the start of her adventures with words and
stories. She moved to Greenwich with her partner three decades ago.
She works as a food and travel journalist for major national
publications and an international TV channel. She is the author of
seven books among which is 111 Places in the Lake District That You
Shouldn’t Miss.
Martin Dunford lives in Greenwich and is one of the founders of the
international travel guide series Rough Guides. He is the author of
more than 10 guidebooks and was the publisher of Rough Guides for
many years, before going on to found the UK travel and
accommodation website www.coolplaces.co.uk. He also co-owns the
popular Greenwich restaurant, Buenos Aires Café.
Karin Tearle has a BA in French and Italian from Goldsmiths
University of London. She lived and worked in Bordeaux, France for
several years before returning to the UK and has lived in Greenwich
for 15 years. Karin is a trustee of the Rwanda Development Trust and
also manages a listed building in historic Greenwich. She is a
passionate amateur photographer and is membership and social
secretary of Aperture Woolwich Photographic Society, one of the
oldest clubs in the country.
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